
“Red Heifers” Webinar Chat

00:18:57 Stephen Sizer:

Temple Powerpoint slides pdf

http://www.stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/The-Red-Heifer-and-Jewish-Temple-
Sabeel-PowerPoint-slides.pdf

Temple Powerpoint for notes

http://www.stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/The-Red-Heifer-and-Jewish-Temple-
Sabeel-webinar.pdf

The Coming last Day’s Temple: Ready to Rebuild?
https://www.stephensizer.com/2024/04/the-coming-last-days-temple-ready-to-rebuild/

00:33:40 Linda's OtterPilot: Hi, I'm an AI assistant helping Linda Kateeb take notes for
this meeting. Follow along the transcript here:
https://otter.ai/u/h5lGweJ9T1OoqzB7KTfsAZ2Bb4w?utm_source=va_chat_link_1
You'll also be able to see screenshots of key moments, add highlights, comments, or action
items to anything being said, and get an automatic summary after the meeting.

00:44:35 Lita A. (NYC): Thank you to all USA students who bravely call for peace for
Palestine and Israel💜
00:46:56 Joy Al-Sofi: I have recently learned that the first Zionists were Christian in
England.

00:55:03 Rosemarie Pace: Why can’t they build a third temple elsewhere? Seems the
idea of a third temple anywhere and at the site of the Al Aqsa Mosque in particular is just to
wipe out even more Muslim, Arab, and Palestinian people from the region. NOTHING to do with
religion. Yes?
00:56:00 Rosemarie Pace: Orthodox Hasidic Jews do not believe or support the state
of Israel at all, let alone Orthodox Israelis claiming that this third temple is what’s needed to
make peace!

00:56:35 doug thorpe: Thanks for hosting this -- it's important.
00:56:50 Linda Rose: Thank you for saying that - it was obvious to me, even in their
choice of name for the attack - that it was related to the continual attacks on the mosque which
have been disgraceful and brutal

00:57:18 walter fircowycz: al aqsa an important site
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00:57:41 Rosemarie Pace: I was at the Al-Aqsa Mosque in 2015. While we were there,
Jewish men came charging through the grounds. They were quickly pushed out, but they were
there even then trying to attack.

00:58:22 Erin Grimm: Thank you so much
00:58:24 Stephanie Trasoff: Thank you!
00:58:41 Ikram Masmoudi: Thanks so much Alex! So organized!

00:58:55 Jesse FOSNA:
https://www.change.org/p/promote-the-peace-of-jerusalem-stand-against-christian-zionist-extre
mism?utm_content=cl_sharecopy_37964587_en-US%3A7&recruited_by_id=ddb3fa20-f68f-11e
e-8980-d3982054bbb1&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=ps
f_combo_share_initial&utm_term=petition_dashboard&share_bandit_exp=initial-37964587-en-U
S

00:58:59 Patricia Panitz: Wonderful presentation - very informative!
00:59:10 Donald Wagner: thanks Alex for a brilliant concise presentation. Don and
Linda

00:59:28 Mindy Shaffer-Rochester NY: Afflicted with Hope A poem by Mahmoud Darwish
Peace has two parents: freedom and justice. And occupation is the natural begetter of
violence. Here, on this slice of historic Palestine, two generations of Palestinians* have been
born and raised under occupation. They have never known another – normal – life. Their
memories are filled with images of hell. They see their tomorrows slipping out of their reach.
And though it seems to them that everything outside this reality is heaven, yet they do not want
to go to that heaven. They stay because they are afflicted with hope.

00:59:31 Carolyn Jose: Since this is being recorded will it be available for us to listen to
later and share?
00:59:39 Jesse FOSNA: Replying to "Since this is being ..."
Yes
01:00:15 Stephanie Trasoff: Can you imagine the world's response if some country
started saying they intended to destroy Saint Peter’s and build something for themselves only?
01:00:38 Nancy Roberts: What biblical verses do the Christian Zionists base their
claims on?

01:00:55 Linden Jenkins on unceded Massachsett land a/k/a Cambridge MA US: What
is Shadia’s last name? Thank you
01:01:10 Jesse FOSNA: Replying to "What is Shadia’s las..."
Qubti
QUBTI
01:01:20 Linden Jenkins on unceded Massachsett land a/k/a Cambridge MA US: Thank
you
01:02:12 Rose Esber: Replying to "What biblical verses..."
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Excellent question! Can FOSNA provide a list of verses?

01:02:26 David Brown: Greetings from Philadelphia, where Penn, Drexel, Temple and
others of our many area universities are on the rise to end the genocide.

01:02:27 Mary Mathena: Greetings from Mary Mathena in Virginia Beach, Va
01:02:29 Nancy Roberts: This documentary is very relevant:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IhT7oyDlBIk

01:03:59 Linda Rose: Replying to "What biblical verses..."
Stephen Sizer has a lot on his website, and biblical responses www.stephensizer.com
01:04:20 Stephen Sizer: Replying to "What biblical verses..."
Here is a link to basic verses used by Christian Zionists and how to answer them
https://stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/7-Biblical-Answers-Israel-and-the-Church-
2019.pdf

01:04:21 Kevin Bushnell: Nancy, Gen 12:1-3 are classic vss. But also Rev 11:1 and
following where the assumption that “the Temple” must be in the future since the presumption is
that the book was written after the destruction of Herod’s temple in AD 70.

01:04:29 Ramzy Wahhab: How can we disconnect Israel from the Old Testament to
the Israel of today. The Christian Zionists want us all to think that they are one and the same
01:04:36 walter fircowycz: any AMIGOS out there?
01:05:04 Nancy Roberts: Thank you Kevin!

01:05:18 Mariah Leung: LDS Mormons are very much involved in our government;
remember Orrin Hatch and Mitt Romney. I think I remember reading that the LDS church is
second in wealth only to the Catholic Church.

01:07:13 Linden Jenkins on unceded Massachusett land a/k/a Cambridge MA US: A new
and important book by Mitri Raheb, Decolonizing Palestine: The Land, the People, the Bible
where he identifies, perhaps for the 1st time, the existence of Liberal Christian Zionism and
describes how it is worse than Evangelical Christian Zionism.

01:07:38 David Knoppert: Brian McLaren’s new book “Life After DOOM” and his 2022
book “Do I Stay Christian” address so many of the issues that we are talking about today. Brian
will be in London, Canada on May 12th., and his lectures will also be available via ZOOM.
davidknoppert@sympatico.ca

01:09:10 Erin Grimm: Thank you. As to the LDS, we need to think about Protestant
Christian complicity and Catholic missions before that. Mormons are relatively new
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01:10:24 Stephen Sizer: Here is a link to my Temple Powerpoint slides if you would
like to download a copy.

http://www.stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/The-Red-Heifer-and-Jewish-Temple-
Sabeel-PowerPoint-slides.pdf

Here is a link to the chapter in my book, Zion’s Christian Soldiers about the Coming last Day’s
Temple: Ready to Rebuild? On which my presentation is based:

https://www.stephensizer.com/2024/04/the-coming-last-days-temple-ready-to-rebuild/

Seven Biblical Answers to Popular Zionist Assumptions is a summary of my book. You can
download a copy here:
https://stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/7-Biblical-Answers-Israel-and-the-Church-
2019.pdf

01:10:36 Felicia Elias: "Doctrine of Discovery" important concept in the political colonial
arena....justified genocide of natives and land theft in US - absolutely same in establishment of
state of Israel.
01:10:43 Stephanie Trasoff: Thank you, Shadia!

01:10:57 Linden Jenkins on unceded Massachsett land a/k/a Cambridge MA US:
Indigenous lawyer Steven Newcomb’s book Pagan in the Promised Land is a deep dive into the
origins of the Doctrine of Discovery which he more aptly calls the Doctrine of Christian
Domination.

01:11:51 Shadia: Yes, Steve Newcomb’s book is highly recommended. Also,
Charles, Mark, and Soong-Chan Rah. Unsettling Truths: The Ongoing, Dehumanizing Legacy of
the Doctrine of Discovery. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, an imprint of InterVarsity Press, 2019.

01:12:41 Felicia Elias: Also highly recommend MARK CHARLES Book!!!
01:15:19 Rosemarie Pace: Is this a return of Christ? I didn’t think these Jews believe
in Christ. Wouldn’t they just be still waiting for the first arrival of the Messiah?
01:17:05 Alistair Bingham: Replying to "Is this a return of ..."
They don't, but they like their support.

01:17:42 Carole Abumoussa: Do they not also use the verse "Destroy this temple and in
three days I will raise it up"?

01:17:50 Erin Grimm: OMG re: Daniel 26-7 interpretation
01:18:57 Mourice Mrabe: Verse 27 explains/expands on the previous verse of
destruction.
01:19:33 Alistair Bingham: Greetings all from Ireland (occupied North, lol)
01:19:43 Rosemarie Pace: Replying to "Is this a return of ..."
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Thanks. I just realized this is talking about the Christian Zionists who supposedly believe in
Christ and are awaiting his return. If they really believed in Christ, however, they’d have to be
much more Christ-like: Love your neighbor as yourself. Love your enemies. They who live by
the sword will die by the sword. Forgive not 7 times, but 70 x 7 times. And so much more.

01:20:08 RevRalphGalen@gmail.com: Perhaps we're actually talking about a red herring.

01:20:57 Rosemarie Pace: Time for these Christian Zionists to read the New/Christian
Testament, not just the Old/Hebrew Testament!
01:22:09 marianna harris: We've had lots of sacrifices in Gaza!
01:22:10 Mourice Mrabe: Exactly!

01:22:17 Gary Dunn: If Christian Zionist pastors truly understand the Bible, what is the
benefit to them to continue to feed dispensationalism to their congregation? I understand that
the late Jerry Falwell received a jet from the leader of the Irgun “terrorist” group and the
eventual prime minister of Israel, Menachem Begin
01:25:17 Rosemarie Pace: This verse from John is consistent with the belief of the
Hasidic Jews who oppose the state of Israel. It’s not about the land, they say; it’s about the
Spirit.

The students are doing alright, y'all.
01:26:11 Stephanie Trasoff: I strongly recommend the film “Christspiracy”!
01:26:42 Amber Smith:
https://larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1990/eirv17n42-19901102/eirv17n42-19901102_036-cult_ori
gins_of_the_fundamentali.pdf
01:28:20 Amber Smith: https://larouchepub.com/pr/2023/20231010_israelis_enraged.html

01:29:01 James Dwyer: This seems to be a literalist interpretation of the Christian
scriptures without reference to Biblical criticism.
01:30:25 Jennifer Mountain: With respect, all the texts that are being quoted are post
destruction of the Temple at 70 CE. The gospel authors are 'prophesying backwards'.
01:32:09 Erin Grimm: Dr. Sizer is addressing the Bible through the hermeneutics of the
Zionists in order to counteract Zionist rhetoric. These are rebuttals and not a theology textbook.
I can’t imagine reading Zionist books seriously, thank you for doing this for us, Mr./Dr. Sizer
01:35:04 Stephen Sizer: Replying to "This seems to be a l..."
That is the only way to convince and convict Christian Zionists - or they will dismiss us as liberal
heretics and only they take the bible seriously

01:33:49 Helen Paynter (Centre for the Study of Bible and Violence):Bravo. The Church
desperately needs to get a handle on decent biblical theology.
01:33:53 Rosemarie Pace: Excellent! Thank you!!
01:34:23 Alex Awad: Amen! Thanks Stephen.



01:36:14 Helen Paynter (Centre for the Study of Bible and Violence):Replying to "This
seems to be a l..."
James, are you referring to what Dr Sizer offered, or the theology he was refuting?

01:36:23 Maria Khoury: Before my question; identify myself; currently in boston; 30 years
in Taybeh, Palestine; the holy land; taybeh beer; 1st palestinian boutique Taybeh winery; taybeh
golden hotel; 1st palestinian brew pub also; happy to hear our Lord Jesus is our new ‘Temple’
but our we next in the West Bank? Will they make us into ‘sand’ ‘dust’ like Gaza; I see these
wars just pushing Christians out of the Holy Land ; what is our future to survive ?

01:36:45 Amber Smith: I am sorry, I did not introduce myself before posting. I am Amber
Lane Smith, active with the International Schiller Institute and organizer with the collaborative
International Peace Coalition, in the US and work with many different organizations to pull
together the collaborative spirit needed to find a durable long lasting peace. Centered most
recently the Oasis Plan, I will insert a very short 5 minute video here and that will be the last I
will post. Thank you for your forbearance.
https://schillerinstitute.com/blog/2024/04/29/video-why-larouches-oasis-plan-can-bring-peace-to
-southwest-asia/
01:36:56 Alex Awad: thank you Shadia for your excellent presentation.
01:37:10 Stephen Sizer: Here is a link to my Temple Powerpoint slides if you would
like to download a copy.

http://www.stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/The-Red-Heifer-and-Jewish-Temple-
Sabeel-PowerPoint-slides.pdf

Here is a link to the chapter in my book, Zion’s Christian Soldiers about the Coming last Day’s
Temple: Ready to Rebuild? On which my presentation is based:

https://www.stephensizer.com/2024/04/the-coming-last-days-temple-ready-to-rebuild/

Seven Biblical Answers to Popular Zionist Assumptions is a summary of my book. You can
download a copy here:
https://stephensizer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/7-Biblical-Answers-Israel-and-the-Church-
2019.pdf
01:37:56 Rev. Fahed Abuakel: Alex, Shadia & Stephen THX THX THX
01:38:08 Mary Mathena: Thank you, Steven for very important information

01:38:19 rev. addie domske: PCUSA Confronting Christian Zionism Ep 1:
https://vimeo.com/936411792?share=copy
01:39:03 Andre Lefebvre: "Post-Gaza" is a deeply distressing term...

01:39:27 Diane Holmlund: I believe we have to be mindful of Super-secessionism via
texts from John and Hebrews that can be read as anti-Judaizing by the early, Pauline Church.
The work of Dr Amy Jill-Levine addresses this of New Testament texts. We also have to realize
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the fight in Jesus’ time between the temple-based blood sacrifice system of the Sadducees vs
the replacement of blood sacrifice by the decentralized, synagogal prayer based Pharisees of
Hillel and Gamaliel

01:39:44 Richard Murray: Great to be here!
Sorry all, I'm at a friend's house and am a bit out of place. May have accidentally been on my
cell phone video earlier, hope it wasn't chaotic on the Screen! Thank you!

01:41:27 Spencer Bradford: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
That would be the Dr. Amy-Jill Levine who also has advocated in The Christian Century that
Christian rejection of Zionism is anti-Semitic?

01:42:15 Mourice Mrabe: Defending the true Christian faith
01:42:57 LeAnn Herigstad: This is our responsibility to oppose theology that is harmful
to our neighbors.
01:43:12 Teri Nilson Baird: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
It depends on what t...

01:44:48 rev. addie domske: → What is your definition of Christian Zionism? Does it
include any groups you belong to?

01:45:11 Todd G. Glanz: What are the citations of the 2 readings today?

01:45:13 Kevin Bushnell: Replying to "This verse from John…"
First, Hasidic Jews don’t necessarily oppose the State of Israel. Second, I think you mean to say
Orthodox Jews. The Hasidic groups are within Orthodox Judaism. Chabad and Satmar are two
well-known Hasidic movements. (The Satmar movement is opposed to the State of Israel.)
Hasidic Jews follow their Hasid as their interpreter of Scripture. But the vast majority of
Orthodox Jews are Talmudic where they have their Rabbinic body of leaders who work to
interpret the Scriptures together.
01:45:29 Richard Murray: A question:
Agreed, Christian zionism is an absurd oxymoron.
However, how much study has been put into the Zionist hostile takeover of various Christian
sects in the U.S.?
Israeli pm Mencahim Begin, the terrorist, gave one of big American pastors (Falwell?) a Leer jet.
A big project of the Israeli Zionists has been to take over American Christianity.

01:45:33 Joy Al-Sofi: When anti-Zionism is equated to Anti-semitim, and when the world
decides that Zionism is an unmitigated disaster, who is likely to be thrown under the bus?
01:45:47 LeAnn Herigstad: I have had to stop listening to some liberal radio hosts due
to their Zionist positions

01:46:16 Erin Grimm: I changed churches and don’t go to white churches anymore



01:46:21 Adam Kushabi: praying for peace, and for a one state solution with equality
for all
01:46:40 Mary Gene Boteler: Yay for great moms, Ronee!
01:46:41 Jennifer Mountain: PCUSA? unpack the acronym for those of us outside of the
US please
01:46:59 Hannah Nester: Replying to "PCUSA? unpack the ac..."
Presbyterian Church USA

01:47:10 Dana Ashrawi - UUs for Justice in the Middle East: Presbyterian Church (USA)
01:47:11 Gretchen Crawford: PCUSA = Presbyterian Church in the USA
01:47:12 Jennifer Mountain: thx

01:47:20 Mary Gene Boteler: Replying to "PCUSA? unpack the ac..."
Israel Palestine Mission Network (IPMN)

01:47:20 Alexis Carter: Reacted to "https://larouchepu..." with
01:47:23 Dorothy Pearson: Christian Zionists are exclusive in their practice, Jesus was
inclusive.

01:47:35 Teri Nilson Baird: Christian Zionism strictly supports the modern nation state
of Israel in an attempt to bring about the second coming of Christ. I would leave a group
immediately if I found CZ advocated.
While Biden is a Christian and a zionist, I don't think he fits the description of CZ.

01:47:35 Susan Wilder: PCUSA = Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
01:47:49 bibi Khalifah: Intellectualising Christian theology to justify colonialism.
01:48:02 Andre Lefebvre: DECOLONIZE CHRISTIANITY!

01:48:10 Gary Dunn: Christian Zionist believe you can’t be a Christian if you don’t
support Israel. Joe Biden (according to what he said) is he is a proud Zionist, and that his father
always told hime, “You don’t have to b Jewish to be a Zionist”.
01:48:11 Mary Gene Boteler: Replying to "PCUSA? unpack the ac..."
Oh, I thought you were asking about other PCUSA acronyms.

01:48:16 Alistair Bingham: My parents, evangelicals in their 70s, defend Israel
reflexively, and believe i have fallen for "terrorist propaganda". And they actually visited Israel a
few years ago. "None so blind..."
01:48:21 Jeff Conlon: Christians who support Israel are using theology to justify their
political (violent) beliefs about Israel’s right to destroy Palestinians. I may be a little cynical at
this point.

01:48:25 rev. addie domske: Poem read at the beginning of the webinar:
https://www.albertasynod.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Lament-Project-RECONCILIATION-P
oem.pdf
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01:48:33 Nicola Lairdon: Is this being recorded please? I came late and want to
listen later to it all.

01:48:47 Mary Mathena: zJoe Byden a Zionist? Because he supports Israel?

01:49:00 Bruce Leichty: Replying to "I believe we have to…"
Rabbinical truth is quite variable

01:49:10 Elaine Murray:Replying to "My parents, evangeli..."
It's almost tribal in the North isn't it?

01:49:15 Mindy Shaffer-Rochester NY: I am not part of any Zionist organizations. I equate
christian (small c) Zionism with right wing evangelical christians who use the Bible for their use
and are not following in Jesus' steps.
01:49:21 Jessica Sun: Replying to "zJoe Byden a Zionist..."
He is a self-proclaimed Zionist

01:49:23 Alistair Bingham: Replying to "My parents, evangeli..."
'tis
01:49:23 Lloyd Miller: Biden calls himself a Zionist.

01:49:36 Carol Robison: Christian Zionism is in part a settler colonial project at least
in the U.S.. Many of our white churches sit on unceded land taken from Indigenous people
under the Doctrine of Discovery. We are ourselves, settler colonialists so the challenge is to
dismantle the normalization of the ways we have acquired land in the name of Christ.
01:49:38 Helen Paynter (Centre for the Study of Bible and Violence):Replying to "My
parents, evangeli..."
So many good people misread their Bible thinking that the promises made to OT Israel relate to
the modern nation-state of the same name. We need better biblical literacy, and better teaching
from the pulpits.
01:49:38 Sally Campbell: Replying to "zJoe Byden a Zionist..."
Yes Mary he is

01:49:39 rev. addie domske: I will get more into this in another webinar →
https://linktr.ee/addiedomske
01:49:46 Diane Holmlund: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
@Spencer Bradford not necessarily, but she does cite the numerous texts that show the
theological anti-Judaizing of the Pauline Church that have so often led to historical anti-semitism

01:50:48 Barbara Bell: Replying to "zJoe Byden a Zionist…"
Definitely!
01:50:55 rev. addie domske: → Who’s land are you on? (https://native-land.ca/)
01:50:55 Alistair Bingham: Replying to "My parents, evangeli..."

https://linktr.ee/addiedomske
https://native-land.ca/


Any advice for me (regarding my parents who, i think, are living in a state of excitement in
anticipation of the rapture)?

01:50:56 Erin Grimm: Thank you Rev. Addie, so healing to see this coming from clergy
01:50:56 Coleen H: I accept the definitions of Zionism presented here. I HOPE I’m not
part of any such group. I don’t think acknowledging Jewish wish to have a safe place to live is
Zionism. But the war against Palestine probably is Jewish Zionism.
01:50:58 David Brown: I can't state a concise definition of Christian Zionism, especially
after being at this webinar. I agree that it needs to include Joe Biden, so I have to think it may
include me.
01:51:08 Judith Elia: https://youtu.be/bKsF_Cpdq7A audio link

Lakota Elder, Boarding School survivor and amazing Teacher Basil Brave Heart on Forgiveness
and Healing
We have Basil’s permission to share this video. It is a private link. Please ask anyone your
share it with NOT to post it on any social media :https://youtu.be/QNgBydMsce0
I think you might also enjoy this video from Indigenous People’s Day. It was his first ever zoom.
01:51:10 LeAnn Herigstad: I am on unceded Patwin land.
01:51:22 Stephanie Trasoff: Replying to "My parents, evangeli..."
Love them and let them go.
01:51:43 Carol Johnson: I pay ‘Real Rent’ to the Duwamish people
01:51:46 Joy Al-Sofi: Are you familiar with Mark Charles and his lectures on
colonialism?

01:51:57 Mary Mathena: Does Byden agree with creating a third temple? I think not.
01:52:12 Richard Murray: Michael Evans is one of those zio spies whose job is to
infiltrate American Christianity. He and others are literally trying to change the doctrine of
American Christian groups.
They have made this a goal for a long time. Consider the horrific Scofield bible. Scofield was a
snake oil salesman.

01:52:14 Alex Awad: Look up: www.christianzionism.org

01:52:29 Mindy Shaffer-Rochester NY:Haudenosaunee in Rochester NY
01:52:32 Carole Abumoussa: Christian Zionism assumes a Christian responsibility to
establish and protect a Jewish state in Palestine, centered around Jerusalem and the Temple.
Christian Zionism assumes that the current government entity called Israel is the ancient Israel
of the Christian Bible. And thus it assumes the promise "I will bless those who bless you and
those who curse you I will curse" applies to the modern government entity called Israel. It
assumes everyone all the nations hate Israel but those who love Israel will be blessed and
therefore it is the duty of the "Christian" USA to bless & protect Israel.

https://youtu.be/bKsF_Cpdq7A
https://youtu.be/QNgBydMsce0
http://www.christianzionism.org


01:52:42 Debbie Hubbard: An excellent documentary by the Anglican Church of
Canada on the Doctrine of Discovery is Stolen Lands, Strong Hearts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQwkB1hn5E8
01:52:48 Felicia Elias: I am on land of the Potowatomi, The Miami and more
01:52:54 Andre Lefebvre: I live on the Peskotomuhkatikuk land...
01:52:58 Carol Robison: Replying to "Does Byden agree wit..."
Regardless, Biden has been a self-proclaimed Zionist since he was a young man.

01:53:23 Linda Rose: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
I have just looked her up and she clearly states that she does not see Jesus as Lord; therefore
will not believe in a prophetic word from him; so as Christians we can choose to believe the
Gospels were written authentically; or not . What the first comment says is simply this person
and the rabbi does not believe in Jesus' prophesy but conveniently uses the benefit of hindsight.
I find this incompatible to my faith; but it is a non Christian point of view that can be taken.

01:53:26 Judith Polson: Since reparations are absent for African Americans a tax could be
channeled to black organizations as well.
01:53:52 Diane Holmlund: We can question and fight private ownership of land and
resources, the bases for most if not all wars.
01:54:00 Andre Lefebvre: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
Who did you look up?

01:54:07 David Brown: Replying to "Christian Zionism as..."
Thank you, Carole.
01:54:11 Ane Kvale Fitzgerald: I’m a PCUSA pastor. The Synod of Lakes and Prairies has
an excellent program called Restorative Actions. We are trying to address generational wealth
and how to restore justice for Native Americans and African Americans.
We are pledging to share wealth.

01:54:14 Sally Campbell: Replying to ""O Canada, Their hom..."
I like, “Oh Canada, our home on native land”
01:54:25 Leila Bentley: Replying to "Christian Zionism as…"
Fully agree

01:54:39 Helen Paynter (Centre for the Study of Bible and Violence):Replying to "My
parents, evangeli..."
@Alistair Bingham ask them to read a Palestinian Christian. Perhaps Munther Isaac's The Other
Side of the Wall
01:54:42 Andre Lefebvre: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
@Linda Rose
Who did you look up?
01:54:42 Teri Nilson Baird: I am on the land of the Cheyenne, Arapahoe, and Kiowa
tribes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQwkB1hn5E8


01:54:47 James Dwyer: FOSNA group’s “action task force” in Claremont has tried to
“resource” expelled Pomona College students pending resolution, and is hoping for a
conversation with College leadership.
01:54:50 Judith Elia: https://youtu.be/Bvg2Guvv6Nc?si=K4sDBHgfWjEIEFX7
Indigenous Peoples Day video

01:55:06 Mariah Leung:What is the LDS church's stand on the supremacist political
ideology of Zionism?
01:55:17 Carole Abumoussa: I live on the ancestral land of the Catawba, Cheraw,
Sugeree, Wateree, and Waxhaw Peoples, all of whom have stewarded this land throughout the
generations.
01:55:19 Dorah Rosen: On stolen land of the now assimilated Awaswas speaking Uypi
people with the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band stewarding this land

01:55:38 Susan Wilder: Trust the family

01:55:49 Martha Monson Lowe: Do you have the children's book "Sitti's Bird" by
Malak Mattar, an artist from Gaza?
01:56:20 Joy Al-Sofi: When have we ever had peace?
01:56:33 Linda Rose: Replying to "zJoe Byden a Zionist..."
So are many leaders; openly Zionist

01:56:47 Lenore Sanders: The problem is that these CZ within governments and the
Military-Financial-Complex are flirting with WW3 and some are actually in favor of nuclear war!
Please go to the Schiller Institute website schillerinstitute.com where you can find an
international community for peace through development.
01:56:55 Carol Robison: Rev Munther Isaac said, Sometimes Good Friday last a
really long time.

01:56:58 Bruce Leichty: Replying to "I believe we have to…"
There is a whole interfaith (?) movement to discredit New Testament texts because they are
antisemitic. The church is in fact the successor to the covenant, the new Israel

01:56:59 Gary Dunn: Zionist governors send authoritarians on horseback to terrorize
students exercising their constitutional rights.
01:57:00 Leila Bentley: All the churches around me follow Christian Zionist doctrine. I
have to pray for so much grace when I go and worship. There are no progressive churches
around me sadly

01:57:01 rev. addie domske: → Name a chosen family member (no need to be
blood-related) in this movement with you.

01:57:03 RevRalphGalen@gmail.com: I am a Christian, though some would disagree. All
scriptures for me are up for discussion to the end that they help me do my part to relieve all

https://youtu.be/Bvg2Guvv6Nc?si=K4sDBHgfWjEIEFX7


suffering in the world. For me, all ideologies are rafts to get from one side of the river to the
other. After the crossing a raft becomes an albatross. Even a "good" ideology can become an
impediment. I don't read the Bible as history. Jesus inhabits not a land or a denomination but
lives in my heart and mind to the extent I welcome that inspiration and challenge. Religion is at
least as disturbing as it is comforting.

01:57:07 Pam Davis: Replying to "Haudenosaunee in Roc..."
The people of the Longhouse!
01:57:11 Joy Al-Sofi: Where is the place for non-believers in your work?
01:57:15 Andre Lefebvre: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
Oh - Dr. Amy-Jill Levine
01:57:50 Noushin Framke: Replying to "I believe we have to…"
@Andre Lefebvre she is such a zionist

01:57:50 Coleen H: MiriamK
01:57:50 Helen Paynter (Centre for the Study of Bible and Violence):Tony and Sara
01:57:54 Judith Polson: Can the church get behind a government of Israel Palestine?
01:58:02 Mindy Shaffer-Rochester NY:Make good trouble
01:58:06 Judith Elia: Scott, Dan, Jessie, Mazin

01:58:11 rev. addie domske: Next mass action will center around the Christians United
for Israel (CUFI) summit in Washington DC, July 28-30.
https://christiansforafreepalestine.com/join
01:58:15 Andre Lefebvre: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
@Noushin Framke
Dr. Amy-Jill Levine - I don't think I heard of her before.

01:58:21 Betsy: Janet S
01:58:25 Dorah Rosen: Ancestors Sis and Jerry Levin
01:58:35 Joy Al-Sofi: My petition calling on Pope Francis to go to Gaza:
01:58:35 Carole Abumoussa: Sam. Ivory. Jena. And Freedom Church of the Poor.
01:58:37 Siham Alfred: The student resistance to the genocide is viewed as antisemetic.
But Palestinians Christians and Muslims are semetic.

01:58:37 Joy Al-Sofi: Please sign the petition and share widely.
https://chng.it/CRQ7qw4Gzn
01:58:43 Noushin Framke: Replying to "I believe we have to…"
Rev. Don Wagner
And Rev. Stephen Sizer
And Rev. Walt Davis
Inspirations all!
01:58:46 Linda Rose: Replying to "zJoe Byden a Zionist..."

https://christiansforafreepalestine.com/join
https://chng.it/CRQ7qw4Gzn


Our Labour Leader said he was proud to be a Zionist; he has expelled even Jews from the
Labour party if they support Palestine under the label anti-semitic! That is so ludicrous; Jews
who are not allowed to choose their own point of view. I put a complaint in to say he is
antisemitic for not allowing all Jews to have their own freedom of thought.

01:58:52 Adam Kushabi: The third temple already exists. It’s called the Dome of the
Rock built by Caliph Abd Al Malik!! It marks the shekinah at the top of Mount Marwa.
We don’t accept this simply because he may have been a Muslim – part of the Abrahamic
family. Note in the nascent stage of Islam, the dome of the rock was the site of pilgrimage just
for this reason. (6th Century – prior to Islamic second civil war)
Furthermore, there is some controversy regarding the MHMD mentioned in the inscriptions in
the inner ambulatory. It is believed they refer to Jesus as MHMD. Note MHMD which translates
as “the praised one” was an honorific for a Jewish exilarch in pre Islam.

01:58:52 Elaine Murray:Thank you to all the speakers....most motivating and
encouraging... God bless us all!
01:58:54 James Dwyer: Re: indigenous peoples, Pilgrim Place in Claremont, California,
has for several years grown in our communal relation with the Gabriellino-Tongvan people of the
Los Angeles Basin on whose land we live.
01:58:55 Carol Robison: Interfaith4 Palestine folks in the Bay Area. So many
01:58:55 Pauline Coffman: Addie, You blow me away! Well done.

01:58:56 Miriam Kishi: amy jill supports Christian Zionishm
01:59:02 Gary Dunn: Replying to "All the churches aro..."
You must live in Southern California

01:59:04 Coleen H: JVP
01:59:05 Diane Holmlund: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
@Linda Rose she’s Jewish, and a New Testament theologian at Harvard

01:59:07 Dorah Rosen: And Donald Wagner,LizMulford
01:59:13 Betsy: Dick and Ruth Stuart, Paul Shenk
01:59:13 Helen Paynter (Centre for the Study of Bible and Violence):Sorry, I have to go
now. Thank you all.
01:59:20 Noushin Framke: Replying to "I believe we have to…"
@Andre Lefebvre Jewish New Testament Scholar at Vanderbilt.
01:59:25 Carol Robison: Sogorea Te Indigenous Land Trust

02:00:40 Diane Holmlund: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
Respect for diversity of belief, but in the end it is our actions that show any of our hearts isn’t it?
I do believe that Christianity is widely responsible for anti-semitism throughout history.
02:00:42 Carrie Hansen: Excellent information. Thank you. Sad I have to step away
now but hopefully can view the recording.



02:00:44 Stephanie Trasoff: Replying to "My petition calling ..."
I would worry for his safety. He is doing what he can already.

02:00:50 Spencer Bradford: Replying to "I believe we have to..."

She's written some good material on interpreting the gospels, but on Paul and anti-Judaism is
unconvincing. Not unconvincing about the abuse of New Testament by Christian anti-semites in
church history, but about the integral function of the texts (in John, Paul and Hebrews) to
Christian self-definition from the first century forward. She advocates the abandonment by
Christians of apostolic perspectives on temple, on constitution of God's people, etc. that
transgress her definition of anti-Judaism, rather than acknowledge that these very perspectives
were and are constitutive aspects of the separation of the church from Judaism.

02:00:56 Janet Simmon: Betsy Kelly
02:01:04 Richard Murray: Some of these theologians are slyly trying to make
Christian scholarship look upon Zionism favorably.

02:01:15 Pam Davis: Replying to "Christian Zionism as..."
Very well said. CZ is a modern political tool and used to undermine actual biblical Christianity.

02:01:26 Joy Al-Sofi: Certainly Chris Hedges is an outspoken Christian for Palestinian
rights
02:01:37 Diane Holmlund: Replying to "amy jill supports Ch..."
Does she? I’ll look into that.

02:01:56 Nicola Lairdon: Replying to "My petition calling …"
Signed.

02:02:11 Kevin Bushnell: Replying to "Biden calls himself …"
He claims to be a ‘card-carrying Zionist’, and I take him at his word to be a political Zionist.
02:02:20 Andre Lefebvre: I find the OT prophets to be strangely contemporary. To
me, they are some of the more trusted portion of the OT. And their messages are usually very
pointed addressing the ongoing crimes against Palestinians.

02:02:34 James Dwyer: I will look forward to hearing Q&A in the recording! Thank you all.
02:02:42 Pauline Coffman: Chris Hedges:
https://chrishedges.substack.com/p/sermon-for-gaza?utm_campaign=email-half-post&r=wlm8&
utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

02:02:47 Joy Al-Sofi: The OT is totally filled with genocide and racist stories
02:03:00 Kevin Bushnell: Replying to "Certainly Chris Hedg…"
And he’s a PC(USA) minister.
02:03:05 Carole Abumoussa: OMG people are seeing Gaza as a good sign that Christ is
coming back?

https://chrishedges.substack.com/p/sermon-for-gaza?utm_campaign=email-half-post&r=wlm8&utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://chrishedges.substack.com/p/sermon-for-gaza?utm_campaign=email-half-post&r=wlm8&utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email


02:03:06 Felicia Elias: Looking forward to recording - must leave - blessings to all. Keep
worshipping with your feet as Rev Addie implored!!

02:03:16 RED C: South Africa is hosting the first global south Anti-Israeli Apartheid
conference May 11 -12 2024. Ireland will host one for the global north soon. Please attend so
that we can build on the movement against israeli settler colonialism, Apartheid and genocide.
02:03:16 Pam Davis: Yesssss Stephen!
02:03:24 Constance L Seifert: My apologies. I must leave. I look forward to the recording.
And thank you for all of this learning - and advice for activism. Thank you very much.

02:03:26 rev. addie domske: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
The full term is “post-Gaza theology” and comes from Mitri Raheb. But yet! I think a more full
term would be “post-genocide theology” — not that Gaza will not exist.

02:03:36 Judith Elia:
https://open.substack.com/pub/chrishedges/p/sermon-for-gaza?r=qy06z&utm_campaign=post&
utm_medium=email

02:03:42 Teri Nilson Baird: Stephen, EXACTLY. The good folks would be left.

02:04:08 Ann Perry: Replying to "OMG people are seein..."
Yes. They are missing the point of his teachings🙁

02:04:40 Bruce Leichty: Replying to "OMG people are seein…"
Yes, some are. They are indifferent to the suffering that is caused by those they view as
instruments

02:04:48 Mourice Mrabe: If a third temple is to be built, wouldn't it even have to
cover an area that is much bigger than the current area of concern and require the destruction
of many home around the area?

02:05:17 Andre Lefebvre: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
Watching the nations, and America's OK for the bombing of Rafah, I agonize over thinking about
any Palestinian Gaza...🙁 I'm still looking for something to strengthen my hopes. After 10
years on this journey...

02:05:46 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
The students are a source of hope for the future

02:05:50 Rev. Fahed Abuakel: I want practical ways that you want us to do in our
churches, community & elected people

02:06:16 Andre Lefebvre: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."

https://open.substack.com/pub/chrishedges/p/sermon-for-gaza?r=qy06z&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email
https://open.substack.com/pub/chrishedges/p/sermon-for-gaza?r=qy06z&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email


@Joy Al-Sofi Yes, they are, but it's soooo late in the game. 80% of Gaza are ruins.
02:06:30 Nicola Lairdon: Replying to "OMG people are seein…"
Sadly yes, they think if Israel is returned pop! Jesus comes back. (And the Jews who do not
believe IN Jesus will then go to hell to boot. It’s a disgusting antisemitic thought)

02:06:41 Carol Robison: Replying to "amy jill supports Ch..."
That would be unfortunate, but does not completely invalidate her scholarship which is vast.

02:07:13 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
If people need to hear a message more than once in order to believe it, or @Andre Lefebvre
@Andre Lefebvre @Andre Lefebvre

02:07:41 Betsy: Sometimes it’s as simple as saying, “There’s another side to that”
02:07:43 Pam Davis: Replying to "OMG people are seein..."
Exactly. CZ at its heart IS actually anti-semitic.

02:07:56 Leila Bentley: Replying to "All the churches aro…"
Haha I live in north Scotland. They’re just as ignorant here🙄

02:08:25 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
Yes, but the Nakhba happened 75 years ago, and the Palestinian cause is more in people’s
hearts than ever before. Let us “keep hope alive.”
02:08:31 Rev. Fahed Abuakel: for Palestinians American Christians & Muslims we have
20% with us & 30% against us- we must put our energy on the 50% people

02:09:12 Linda Rose: Replying to "I believe we have to..."
@Andre Lefebvre Dr Amy Jill-Levine
02:09:27 S. Ali: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee…"
Better late than never
02:09:38 Dianne Roe: I have heard increased anti-Islam coming out of Christian Zionism
and Christian Nationalism. How do we challenge that?

02:09:47 Rev. Fahed Abuakel: who do not know our story or our occupation or our pain &
our suffering

02:09:57 Joy Al-Sofi: Each one of us can go to www.unrwausa.org/donate Let us do it
to honor Aaron Bushnell, or in memory of Hind Rajab.

02:10:03 Carole Abumoussa: A Christian Zionist I know told me "I'm not an activist. I
can't join you in the 'Free Palestine' cause" and that "there are certain issues I won't
compromise on".
It's frustrating I knew this person for a long time and even surface-level compassion is hard to
offer because they won't compromise, because it's essentially part of their identity.
02:10:14 Stephanie Trasoff: Replying to "I have heard increas..."

http://www.unrwausa.org/donate


“Love your neighbor as yourself.”
02:10:14 Carol Robison: Praying for more cognitive dissonance that moves people.
Anyone see Tucker Carlson's interview with Munther Isaac? Never would have thought...

02:10:57 rev. addie domske: Replying to "Where is the place f..."
Always!
02:11:04 Lenore Sanders: Replying to "OMG people are seein..."
agreed

02:11:20 Melanie Kinan: As a Christian, I keep going back to Matthew 28:19-20.
This was Jesus's last command to us as believers. And he told us that only God the Father
knows the time of his return.
02:11:20 Carole Abumoussa: Cognitive dissonance sometimes takes a while because
sometimes people shut it down, head in the sand.

02:11:40 Kevin Bushnell: Replying to "I have heard increas…"
This is a very important question and area of concern. If Muslims are our neighbors, love them.
If you think they are the enemy, love them. Jesus actually leaves us no other option than love.

02:11:46 Dee Lewis: Alex!! It’s SO GOOD to hear you again!!! You have made such a
big difference in my life…teaching me what a zionist was and changing my heart! Miss you dear
friend!

02:12:17 rev. addie domske: Replying to "Sogorea Te Indigenou..."
This is who we paid land tax to when we lived in the Bay!🙂 Love them!
02:12:29 Cecilia Y: I think a lot of American Christians don’t even know that there is
such a person as an Arab Christian. They think all Arabs are Muslim. The idea of Jewish Arabs
is just confounding.
02:12:32 David Brown: Thanks to FOSNA and all the presenters for this wonderful and
enlightening conversation. I must say good-bye now. Peace, salaam, shalom

02:13:15 Pam Davis: We have a group in my city Women's Interfaith Alliance where we
discuss these issues. It has been challenging yet rewarding. I also have a friend here who is a
female muslim professor who is an old testament scholar. So...it gets interesting and people are
growing.
02:13:20 Rose Esber: Tik Tok has become a great educational tool. People are learning
and watching genocide in real time and searching for the truth. I use Tik Tok as a teaching tool.
It is not a coincidence that Congress wants to ban it. Americans are also learning about AIPAC
and the billions of taxpayer $$ going to apartheid Israel yearly.
02:13:32 Carole Abumoussa: Where can I learn more about land taxes and participating
in land back and doing justice by indigenous nations and tribes?
02:13:38 Martha Monson Lowe: Stephen, I was at that Sabeel conference in 2004 in
Jerusalem. I had never even heard of Christian zionism. Thanks for helping me learn.



02:14:04 Joy Al-Sofi: A good book about Arab Jews is “Three Worlds,” by Avi Shlaim
02:14:12 Pam Davis: Replying to "I think a lot of Ame..."
Right! They get confused with the semantics.

02:14:36 Donald Wagner: We'll get back to you questions of research
02:14:47 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to "Stephen, I was at th..."
Please understand the idea of Zionism originated from Christians in the 1800s in England.
02:15:03 Erin Grimm: This is a great course: https://palestinenexus.com/course
02:15:10 Andre Lefebvre: Racial supremacy fears other races as a threat to their
survival. God had a different view of inclusion.

02:15:32 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to "This is a great cour..."
I am taking that course. We need a way for those who want to to keep in contact

02:16:39 Joy Al-Sofi: Metaphors and similes are used in the Bible:
02:17:05 Donald Wagner: Christian zionism is a selective literalism with a particular
narrative based on political zionism, a false political ideology that distorts the law, prophets, and
Gospel. THe best corrective is Jesus and the Prophets with a dose of liberation theology and
justice. In the end Chr. Zionism makes an idol of a modern zionist state.

02:17:38 Carole Abumoussa: Reminds me of saying "next Monday" when it's Friday or
Saturday. Is it in a few days or the week after?
02:18:14 Joy Al-Sofi: As Naomi Klein said the other day at the Seder in the Streets, the
state of Israel can be thought of as the golden calf

02:18:24 Deborah Maria: Isaiah 40-66 describes how because of the jewish
goodness and justice are invited to join in with all these others into the holy land which has not
happened yet!!!!!!so this mess for 125 years genocide to the Palestinians thanks to the brits and
usa mainly in support of Zionists who have destroyed the truth of those scriptures and we see
the fruits of murderous Zionism that needs to be addressed among us working for justice

02:18:34 Teri Nilson Baird: Replying to "As Naomi Klein said ..."
The land, certainly.
02:18:43 Judith Polson: We need to focus on what will bring justice for all.
02:19:15 Joy Al-Sofi: Palestindians is the name I heard many years ago from a Native
American
02:19:32 Deborah Maria: agree

02:20:28 Teri Nilson Baird: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
But Dad it has to ta...
02:20:36 Melanie Kinan: Replying to "I think a lot of Ame..."

https://palestinenexus.com/course


Very true. Many of my friends here have a hard time accepting that there are churches in Gaza
and that I have friends there who are believers, too.They have never realized that. I read an
article from Gaza about Christians who were handing out water and snacks to Muslims who had
been fasting during Ramadan and were exiting the checkpoints.
02:20:41 Teri Nilson Baird: Replying to ""Post-Gaza" is a dee..."
Sad, thanks, autocor...

02:20:55 Joy Al-Sofi: Columbis students are being represented by Palestine Legal. We
can support them at palestinelegal.org/donate

02:21:30 Peter In Mena: Replying to "Isaiah 40-66 describ…"
Sadly the the French had their fingers in the pie. Zionism started in the 1880s. But nice to see
you accept it is more than 75 years.

02:21:37 rev. addie domske: Replying to "Where can I learn mo..."
Google land taxes for the tribes you’re associated with!
02:21:38 Joy Al-Sofi: That deputy mayor of Jerusalem said there were no Christian
churches in Gaza, during an interview

02:21:46 Stephanie Trasoff: For at least some Christian Zionists, from its beginning
until today, there was never any intention of benefit to Jews. The intention was to ‘fulfill the
scriptures’ to bring about the second coming, meaning to destroy Jerusalem and all of the Jews
(unless they convert) before Jesus’ return. It is the ultimate anti-semitism. This aspect is
covered up right now.

02:22:02 Richard Murray: Change is happening!
02:22:06 Rev. Fahed Abuakel: Shadia & Alex & Stephen we need the 3 of you in South
Africa next month for the first apartheid conference in South African-
02:22:24 Carolyn Jose: We must NEVER be silent
02:22:29 Adam Kushabi: ONE STATE SOLUTION
02:22:33 Alistair Bingham: Keep spreading the light of truth!
02:23:08 Andre Lefebvre: If we want to know how it was in 1948, why it's called the
Nakba, we can just look at what they are doing in Gaza, Nakba 2.0.🙁
02:23:12 Spencer Bradford: Keep up the good work, Steven. Bless you. Yours are the
arguments I use as a pastor in conversation with Christian Zionists that open space for a shift in
perspective.
02:23:34 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to "Isaiah 40-66 describ..."
@Peter In Mena Actually the earliest Zionist writings started in the 1830s by Christians in
England. Check out Alexander Keith
02:23:50 Carolyn Jose: Quitters never win
Winners never quit
02:24:12 Sandra Hostetler: God calls us to faithful, rather than “successful”

http://palestinelegal.org/donate


02:24:14 Rawan Qabalani: Please invite the palestinian ambassador Husam Zomlot
next time. He has a lot to say.
02:24:14 Judith Polson: Conversations must lead to actions, plans, visions carried out. My
vision and hopefully yours is a legitimate government for Israelis and Palestinians with equality
written in law.

02:24:32 Mourice Mrabe: This fight is everybody's fight, not just the Palestinian's. A
lot is at stake.
02:24:33 Dorothy Pearson: We are changing things, and the current student
demonstration show this.

02:25:03 Dorothy Pearson: Through Gods grace... He works through us.
02:25:23 Peter In Mena: Replying to "Isaiah 40-66 describ…"
Thank you all I have studied only leads back to 1880s thank you for putting me right.😍
02:25:32 Linda Rose: I find it so disturbing that any Christiaan would not mind the deaths
of babies for whatever reason - its horrific and sick in my mind and God cannot and would never
want this in His name.

02:25:59 Joy Al-Sofi: Replying to "Isaiah 40-66 describ..."
I only learned this earlier dates until recently
02:26:02 Erin Grimm: Thank you so much for this amazing talk—you are role models for
so many of us.

02:26:27 Cecilia Y: Pauline Coffman has kept me aloft by saying: “You lose until you
win”. Just keep going. Humans can’t predict the future - turning points suddenly come. We
are at one such turning point. It has come at a horrific price.

02:27:15 Shadia: Rene Girard’s The Scapegoat is a timely read, and gives some
insights to current events
02:27:23 Pauline Coffman: That was from an I. F. Stone comment!

02:27:49 rev. addie domske: LINKS I SHARED:
→ Presbyterian Confronting Christian Zionism Ep 1: https://vimeo.com/936411792?share=copy
→ Register for Ep 2 (I’m speaking in indigenous sovereignty actions):
https://linktr.ee/addiedomske
→ Join Christians doing actions https://christiansforafreepalestine.com/join

→ July - next mass action responds to Christians United for Israel (CUFI) summit July
28-30
→ Poem:
https://www.albertasynod.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Lament-Project-RECONCILIATION-P
oem.pdf
→ Who’s land are you on? https://native-land.ca

https://vimeo.com/936411792?share=copy
https://linktr.ee/addiedomske
https://www.albertasynod.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Lament-Project-RECONCILIATION-Poem.pdf
https://www.albertasynod.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Lament-Project-RECONCILIATION-Poem.pdf
https://native-land.ca


02:27:51 Joy Al-Sofi: The early mention, \of “Land without people for a people with out
land,” was in the writing of Rev. Alex
02:28:01 Bruce Leichty: Replying to "For at least some Ch…"
Perhaps covered up among Christians, but known to many Judaic Zionists who don’t care, and
are simply ready to exploit the movement for their own ends, “knowing” that the views of CZ are
not worth confronting directly and misguided and moot.

02:28:01 Jesse FOSNA: Consider donating to the institute:
https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77

02:28:04 Joy Al-Sofi: Alexander Keith
02:28:14 Beth Johnson:Deep bows, gratitude and solidarity...

02:28:45 Jesse FOSNA: Consider donating to the institute:
https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77

02:28:47 Tihomir Kukolja: The best medicine against Christian Zionism is the
understanding that “all promises are YES in Christ”. NT Wright has explained it well. All
geographical and genetical Jewish claims end in Christ who is the fulfillment and consumption
of the Abrahamic promise. He is the promised Seed, and through Him the entire human family
embraced in Christ. This destroys any theology that would in any way want to justify the ongoing
Zionist obliteration of the Palestinian people.

02:28:55 Adam Kushabi: “For over seven decades this process has suffocated the
Palestinian people as a group – demographically, culturally, economically and politically –
seeking to displace it and expropriate and control its land and resources. The ongoing Nakba
must be stopped and remedied once and for all.”

The UN report finds that “there are reasonable grounds to believe” that the threshold for several
genocidal acts against Palestinians is met: killing members of the group, causing serious bodily
or mental harm and deliberately inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about physical
destruction.
“Israel has de facto treated an entire protected group and its life-sustaining infrastructure as
‘terrorist’ or ‘terrorist-supporting’, thus transforming everything and everyone into either a target
or collateral damage, hence killable or destroyable,” says the report.

02:28:59 Stephanie Trasoff: Replying to "For at least some Ch..."
Yes! They are cultivating CZ to get US support/arms/money.

02:29:02 Rev. Fahed Abuakel: The Hebrew scripture said " you meant for evil but God
turned it around & made it for good" we need to confess - because the brutal military of Ethnic
cleansing & genocide in Gaza- for the first time in 75 years the Palestinian people & our pain &
suffering became known in the last 6 months\

https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77
https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77


02:29:18 Jesse FOSNA: Consider donating to the institute:
https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77
02:29:18 Peter In Mena: Replying to "Isaiah 40-66 describ…"
Quick search first thing the page screams at me was his free masonry!
02:29:23 Joy Al-Sofi: In 1853, the Earl of Shaftesbury was pushing the idea with the
Prime Minister that it needed to be colonized with the Jews
02:29:24 Rebecca Groff: Thank you!
02:29:29 Alistair Bingham: Great stuff, thanks to all contributors!
02:29:33 Mariah Leung: Thank all of you!
02:30:08 Carol Johnson: Please put copy of prayer in chat, Addie

02:30:16 Jesse FOSNA:
"Loving God of many Names: of Justice, Peace, and Liberation,
Remind us that lament is a holy practice. Teach us to lament the way we humans forget your
good Creation.
Forgive our violation of Creation, of each other.
God of many Names, remind us that our liberation is tied up with each other; that justice for
some is justice for no one, and that...
we choose love as our compass,
we choose togetherness as our movement,
we choose life as our motto.
Now let us all breathe in. Now let us all breathe out.
Knowing that our very breath is an act of resistance.
Knowing that as we take that breath we say the Name of God.
Knowing that we breathe together.
As we move from this space today, we may use that life force to seek the liberation of all God’s
people.
Amen."

02:30:24 Donald Wagner: thank you all, Linda and I will pledge $1500 to IScZ
02:30:47 Jesse FOSNA:
https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77

02:31:34 Carole Abumoussa: Thank you. Free Palestine!
02:31:37 LeAnn Herigstad: Thank you all!
02:31:37 Carolyn Jose: Amen
02:31:38 Elizabeth Boubion: Please share that prayer?
02:31:41 Shadia: Thank you all!
02:31:46 Linden Jenkins on unceded Massachsett land a/k/a Cambridge MA US:
Blessing & shalom shalom
02:31:47 Debbie Hubbard: Thank you.
02:31:48 Tony Deik: Thank you all

https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77
https://www.zeffy.com/en-US/donation-form/6e4ae6de-840f-4903-83bc-44c46cd4cd77

